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ALL DOULTON BURSLEM FAIRY LAMP 
BASES LOCATED by Jim 

Eight years ago this month, Pat Ruf wrote an 
article on Doulton Burslem Tapestry Ware 
fairy lamp bases.   The article illustrated nine 1

of the twelve known examples of this type of 
fairy lamp base.  She also included a photo of 
a tenth base identified by Albert Christian 
Revi in 1973.   Another base, bringing the 2

total to eleven, was provided by Connie in 
February 2000.    3

!  

All twelve of the known models are 
illustrated in a Supplement to the Pottery 
Gazette, January 1, 1889.  They are identified 
as Clarke models 297 – 308.   All the models 4

are designed for Clarke's fairy-size shades.  
No known Doulton Burslem Tapestry Ware 
pyramid-size bases are known to exist. 

Recently, Frank provided me a photo of the 
base identified by Revi in his March 1973 
Spinning Wheel article. 

!  

This tapestry ware base, identified as Clarke 
model number 297, is illustrated in the upper 
left corner of the Pottery Gazette 
advertisement.   

Unlike some examples of Doulton Burslem 
bases, it is unmarked except for the integral 
lamp cup which is marked "S. Clarke Patent 
Trade Mark Fairy." It is not, however, 
uncommon for Doulton Burslem bases to be 
unmarked.  Doulton Burslem bases R-478 and 
R-480 are also unmarked. 

 Doulton Burslem Tapestry Ware, FL-IX-3.1

 Samuel Clarke's Designs for Fairy Lamps, Spinning Wheel, March 1973.2

 Doulton Burslem Tapestry Ware, FL-XIV-4.3

 The original ad is available on-line at www.fairy-lamp.com/Fairylamp/CatalogAds/PGJan011889b.jpg.  It is 4

interesting to note that Clarke identified the bases as "Doulton Ware."  It is rare that Clarke gave any credit to the 
maker of his fairy lamps.

http://www.fairy-lamp.com/Fairylamp/CatalogAds/PGJan011889b.jpg


The last known Doulton Burslem tapestry fairy 
lamp base was recently sold at the Julia auction 
in Fairfield, Maine.  5

!  

The base is Clarke model 298.  It is shown on 
the top row, second from the left in the Pottery 
Gazette ad.  It is a three-footed tiered tapestry 
base decorated in multi-color floral décor with 
gold highlighting and tassels.  The base is 7.25" 
diameter and 4.375" tall.  It has a Doulton 
Burslem trademark stamped on the bottom.  As 
of this writing, I do not know if it also has an 
Rd number.   

We now have photographic examples of all 
twelve of the known Doulton Burslem tapestry 
ware fairy lamp bases.   

There are some interesting facts about the 
Doulton Burslem tapestry ware bases.  The 
process to produce the tapestry design was 
patented on March 17, 1885 the United States 
by Henry Doulton, of Lambeth, County of 
Surrey, and John Slater, of Burslem, County 
of Stafford, England.   The process was also 6

patented in the United Kingdom March 27, 

1882, patent number 1,476, three years prior 
to the U.S. patent.  The patent applied only to 
the process of applying textile fabric, such as 
lace, to the clay to produce the "tapestry 
effect" and not the design of the bases.  

The designs of all twelve bases were 
registered by Samuel Clarke on May 9, 1888, 
three years after the U.S. Patent on the 
tapestry process.  The Clarke registered 
design numbers are Rd 99928 through Rd 
99939 –exactly twelve registered design 
numbers and twelve Doulton Burslem 
tapestry ware bases.  So far, so good.  
Unfortunately, however, there is some 
confusion with the patent numbers.   

According to Ruf's book and Pat's article, 
several of the tapestry ware bases bear the 
same registered design number.  For example, 
R-475, R-479, and R-482 all bear the same 
Rd number 99929.  R-472 and R-476 both 
bear Rd number 99934. Other models bear 
different Rd numbers.  For example: R-477 is 
Rd 99930, and R-481 is Rd 99932.  Other 
models, R-478 and R-480 have no Rd 
numbers stamped on the bases.  Confused 
yet? 

So what does all this mean?  It is likely that 
the registered design relates to a portion of 
the base and not the base in its entirety.  
Perhaps only the shape of the lamp cup, the 
shape of the handle, the decoration, or simply 
the location of the cup within the base.  We 
may never know exactly what was registered 
without the original documentation.  Getting 
copies of those documents from the UK, 
however, has proven to be difficult, time 
consuming, and costly.  For now, we must be 
satisfied with speculation. 

 James D. Julia, Inc. www.juliaauctions.com5

 U.S. Patent Number 314002, granted March 17, 1885, was filed February 10, 1885.6



Now, a request – I would like someone in the 
Club to volunteer to pull together a brief 
history of the Doulton Company.  Once I have 
a history, I will develop a webpage of all the 
Doulton fairy lamp bases, including many 
that are not tapestry ware.  Any takers? 


